
1999 Outremer 43 - "YANNERAUD" 

The first official Outremer plan by Gérard Danson! 

Begins in 1985 with the Outremer 40, the 40/43 version is the evolution of the well-known 
French shipyard 

This model (from 1999) benefits from extended transom from 40 to 43 foot (at the 
construction of the boat) and the famous large roof version which is the same as the 
Outremer 45. 

Unbelievable result! 

Large accommodation under the roof, no need to climb from the cockpit to the hull, all could 
be done under the roof on each side. 

In any case, the most important is conserved, performance appear as evidence: Light, 
dagger-boards, slim hull … the sum up of Outremer boats! 

More than a « sea’s Porsche » the owner has extended the concept with the shipyard adding 
rotated carbon mast (in 2009) for a lighter result to be more interesting close to the wind. 
In the same view, carbon bow sprit, carbon boom and carbon front bow. 

If you add a textile rigging, you will have a powerful and simple Outremer 40/43 large roof 
version! 

The owner compulsory asked to be single hand sail so: 

Electric Lewmar winch 

Self-taking storm jib in D4 (2009) 

All running rigging at the cockpit 

2 Volvo 19Hp + 3 blades propellers 

Here in 4 cabins version (6 berths) + 2 bath rooms, she is a really wonderful vessel, fully 
equipped for a world trip: 

Solar pannels x4 

Aluminum davits 

60 l/ h Aquabase water-maker 

Hot water boiler 

Full electronic system - Raymarine 



Auto pilot (1999) ST6002 

Second auto pilot (2013) 

AIS (2009) 

Batterie Controller Xantex 

Radar Furuno 

GPS Furuno GP32 

Plotter Geonav 5C 

VHF Icom ICM 45Euro 

A real owner boat, fully equipped with recent material (more than 150.000 euros of work in 
2009), ready to use! La Grande Motte arrival on June 2014. 

 


